POLARITY  IN MATTER-MOLECULES AND ATOM&J1
bar of iron, as capable of being magnetised, and show-Ing the same qualities and behaviour under chemical tests as the original bar of iron from which the filings were taken. This carries us a long way down towards the infinitely small, for mechanical division and microscopic visibility can be carried down to magnitudes which are of the order of TWow^1 Part °f an *&<&-.
But this is only the first step; to understand our molecules we must ascertain whether they are infinitely divisible, and whether they are continuous, expanding by being spread out thinner and thinner like goldbeater's skin : or are they separate bodies with intervals between them, like little planets forming one solar system and revolving In space by fixed laws. Ancient science guessed at the former solution and embodied it in the maxim c that nature abhors a vacuum': modern science proves the latter.
In the first place bodies combine only in fixed proportions, which is a necessary consequence if they consist of definite indivisible particles, but Inconceivable if the substance of each is indefinitely divisible. Thus water is formed in one way and one only : by uniting one volume or molecule of oxygen with two of hydrogen, and any excess of one or the other is left out and remains uncombined. But if the molecules could be divided into halves, quarters, and so on indefinitely, there can be no reason why their union should take place always in this one proportion and this only.
A still more conclusive proof is furnished by the behaviour of substances which exist In the form of gases. If a jar is filled with one ga^ a second and third gas can be poured into it as readily as Into a vacuum, the result being that the pressure on the sides

